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‘SAVE THE DAY, SPAY A We especially thank Sabijnm and
Carolyn who sponsored street
STRAY’
Sterilisations of streetcats, helps
to prevent so much suffering, and
this remains one of our
important activities. Next to
feeding and helping sick, injured
of weak streetcats.
By sterilizing the cats, we prevent
agony for the generations to
come. This gruesome reality
already starts with the youngest
kittens when the mother cat is
too weak to take care of her
kittens, despite placing her own
well-being after that of her
kittens. Nests of kittens starve
when the mother dies.
We could sterilize 9 cats (7
females and 2 male streetcats)
with your donations.

cats with our ‘Save the day, spay
a stray’! We hope more people
will join, to sponsor (part of) a
sterilisation.

Please help,
for only € 1 a month!
It is very simple and safe, there are no
commissions and every euro goes directly
into help. The streetcats of Lesvos, as in the
whole Greece, are in big need of help, and
we need you to help them.
You can do so, by joining our Teaming
group and become a Greek Cat Care
foundation Teamer and help us to help.
We now have the first 30 members, we
hope many more join to help!

We can only do it with your help!
For 30 euros you can help us to
spay a male cat
For 35 euros you can help us to
sterilize a female cat
Every person that sends a
donation, will receive a photo of
the cat you helped to sterilize if
you choose.

For more information visit
our website.

Honestlly… I don’t miss it, the euro a
month and at the end of the year my
participation will give me a very good
feeling for sure!

Do you want that one euro a
month to be put to a very useful
and graceful end? Click here!

Thank You!
My name is Pearl, i am one of the street cats, living
on the beautiful island of Lesvos, in the Village
called Kalloni. Beginning of February I was found
by the local volunteers, badly injured. I felt a lot of
pain, but I didn’t know what it was. The
Volunteers rushed me to the vet, and there was
seen, my rob and diaphragm was broken, my
spleen and stomach ware not in the position they
should be. I was in a life threatening situation. The
vet made an emergency operation that saved my
live. Then the volunteers took me home and they
took such good care of me. They fed me little bits
every couple of hours with special recovery food,
because I didn’t want to eat, they kept me
comfortable and warm. Since then I went up and
down.. I needed three more operations, to save
my life because of complications.
Now I am on my way up, I am eating by myself,
walking little bits around inside the house. They
say I am a really brave and special girl, am i? Thank
you to the supporters that helped me, and seved
my life….

X Pearl

Ladies and gentlemen…
We hereby declare our new online store
Help Greek Cats Shop opened!
You are all very welcome, and we hope you like our new online shop, do let
us know!

NOW
HELP GREEK
CATS SHOP
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Hill’s a/d Urgent Care is essential for the recovery and intensive care after surgery or for heavily
impaired kittens. The food contains lots of proteins to advance the recovery process and strengthen
the immune system. Because this food can be dispensed with a syringe, it is also suitable for very
strongly weakened kittens without an appetite. Often it is the only chance of survival. Unfortunately,
the stock of Hill’s a/d Urgent Care that we have been able to by through donations and sponsors is
declining fast and will run out soon.
The need to have this food in sufficient stock is so high that a large part of donations will be used to
this end. For many cats this is the only chance of survival.
Will you help to bring up stock? Even small contributions help! Maybe a weakened kitten will owe his
or her life to you

Press the DONATE HERE button and you will be redirected directly to the correct page.

Some good news!
New Kids on the Block: arrived safe and well in their purrever home in the Netherlands! It’s with a little delay,
due to some personal health issues, but we would not want to miss, the beautiful photos of Orpheas and
Oretis (The new Kids on the Block) together in their new home with their new family!
They are adopted together, of which we are very happy, since they are so attached to each other.
And already feeling well at home!
They play and enjoy lots of cuddles (like they were used to with foster mummy Mrs Poly on Lesvos), and after
some weeks, they will be playing in a great garden.
We are very happy for the both of them, and we wish them a wonderful life together with their new family!

Beautiful Diamond
Mrs Poly found him in a cardboard box. He was crying, and the sight of how he
looked was shocking. His face was an absolutely mess, we think he might have
been shot in his face. His eyes ware all covered in old blood, and he was
extremely dehydrated and thin. He was for about 20 days in the clinic at the local
vet, where he received all that he needed: his eyes ware cleaned, and luckily his
eye sights was good, his face was operated, he had medication, was castrated,
and he received good food. It all saved his life, and he gained 2 kg’s of body
weight in the clinic. The vet did an amazing job. We think he is very special and
very beautiful, and that is why we named this beautiful boy Diamond. The costs
for his recovery ware paid thanks to the donations we received for Simba. We
hope you keep helping us saving and improving lives. Beautiful Diamond and all
the other street cats say a very big THANK YOU!
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